Glee Club Holds Annual Spring Concert

An annual spring concert featuring the Glee Chorus under the direction of Miss Constance Lemare, will be presented in Wooster Chapel Thursday evening, May 2, at 8:15 p.m., under the title of "The Art of Singing." The program will include selections from various sources, including the works of Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, and Handel, as well as contemporary American composers.

Music Students Present Recitals

The college chapel will be the scene of two music recitals in the chapel on Thursday, April 26, at 8:15 p.m. The first recital, given by the Glee Club, will feature selections from various composers. The second recital, given by the Men's Chorus, will include works by Beethoven, Mozart, and Schubert.

Seven Girls' Clubs Choose Officers For Coming Year

Officers for the year 1945-46 have been chosen by the girls' social clubs. The new officers will be announced in the next issue of the college newspaper.

Glee Club Selects New Director

Bil Allen, a junior music major, will be the new director of the Glee Club for the 1945-46 season. Allen, who has been a member of the Glee Club for three years, will be responsible for the musical direction of the group.

Philosophy Club Holds Meeting

The Philosophy Club will hold its next meeting on Friday, May 3, at 4:45 p.m. in the Philosophy Department. The topic of the meeting will be "The Nature of Reality." The meeting is open to all students and faculty members.

These events will be held on the following dates:

- May 1: Glee Club Concert, 8:15 p.m., Wooster Chapel
- May 2: Music Recitals, 8:15 p.m., College Chapel
- May 3: Philosophy Club Meeting, 4:45 p.m., Philosophy Department
Support San Francisco!

We are doing this issue to see what you feel personally is the most critical of moments in modern history — the San Francisco Conference. We have endeavored to give you both student and faculty views on the subject at hand, plus a short description of where you may find reliable information concerning it. We are certain, as students, that our policies will radically change by the decisions that are made here, and we want to know what a good deal of the limited, rather typical reaction on this campus; for world-wide and nationwide, you must turn to your radio and newspapers.

Wednesday, April 25 may prove to be very important in the date in the history of a world dark brown with hatred, fear, and greed. It is the glorious ray of light that may possibly be the beginning of a long and sorry dream that covers the world.

Somebody has defined faith as "the launching out of knowledge." Faith is a hypothesis, not a certainty. It is logical, and it is not absolute. Our forecast to realize this fact may be the very one that the diplomats at San Francisco. Any agreement which they must reach must be based on this hypothesis of faith. They can know what has happened only in their memories, and their memories may be drawn, will follow logically in the future. When their decision is made it must treat exactly as a scientific hypothesis by considering a number of factors.

President Roosevelt was critical for the sacrifices which he made at this controversial Yalta meeting. More likely he was trying to show the world that he was as American and as tough as any other world, and international organization. It is our part to prove his hypothesis and avoid the tauncheasors of greed or fear. Our representatives can start at San Francisco if public opinion is behind them.

How Long Has This Been Going On? Oh, Quite Long!'

You, dear woman, are you like me and we, think you are, there are few very good reasons to exchange any more verbal gibberish at this vital period, but did you know that the library posts each week on the doors that are up, is the condition of the leg and so on, their primary categories? The librarian also contains some outstanding articles on international issues in the I.R.C. table every day.

The Art Department will lend you, for fifty cents a year, two pictures from your door. They range in size as a minute to a full 11 1/2 x 14 1/2, and in subject matter, from old-fashioned por-traits to surrealism in the film, get you through the collection and choose your own.

For those of you who are the golf course allongees on these warm spring-day(s) but the need to whette the ball hit the ball, we throw out the idea of the golf course will be glad to lend you a few clubs for a nominal fee.

For the national-minded among you, we suggest the weekly display on the bulletin boards in the Ern room of the confidential ARC Wadsworth and a handbook for your better government.

We could go on — but you get the idea. And it's a little de-couraging to discover the day you graduate, that you might have lived in an artistic atmosphere for four years or made a birdie on the eighth hole. So look around.
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FLOYD'S RECORD SHOP

North Side of Square  Phone 609

Open House for College Students  Wednesday Evenings - 7:00 - 9:00

Come Hear Our Latest Album

"SONG OF NORTHWAY"

FORD'S STORE REOP"
Sunday Evening Forum

A report on the new independent work program will be presented Sunday evening in Scott Auditorium by President Edward F. Lowery. The discussion will be sponsored by Sunday Evening Forum. The program was adopted by the faculty April 9.

In addition, Dr. Lowery will lead a forum discussion on other phases of undergraduate work such as the curricula of undergraduate years, more adequate advising system, the place of extracurricular activities and athletics, and student's mental and emotional health. Students have asked the university to plan more meetings of this type.

Vox Populi Speaks

(Continued from Page 2)

Speaking for the economics department, Prof. E. Kingson Eberhart said, "We must not expect too much, from the San Francisco Convention. Utopia is not imminent. The problems confronting the conference are numerous and very complex. However, it seems likely that the results may constitute a further step in the right direction. The confidential reports of business firms which reach us indicate the probability of a general agreement on major proposals with some amendments and reservations." The San Francisco Convention is strongly supported by Dr. Karl Vorler of the geology department, who believes it is a good thing to attempt to solve the problems of our war. "Any attempt to prevent further war is worthy of support," he pointed out. He particularly advocates collective security and, in his opinion, that is the only way the world will be saved.

On San Francisco

Both agreed that the Conference is a good idea. But with Roosevelt, they expressed their fear that the United States may come out on the short end of it in comparison to Russia and England. They doubt Truman's ability as an international statesman. Several other students likewise stated their doubts about America's intentions — honorable or otherwise.

"I'm all for it," declared Jan Mcallen. This was the general tone of student opinion about the present San Francisco Conference. Jerry Double said he was to the "only way to put war on permanent rest." "It's give America a chance to see what's going on in the rest of the world," Jordan Miller stated. In discussing the Conference, he said, in his future, and into the future with a cross-section of the student body, one person was found who opposed such a conference or its ideals of international cooperation. One or two, however, are strongly behind the men making the decisions of San Francisco. decisions, perhaps not the final answer, but move in the right direction.

**Wooster Farm Dairies**

Whether it rains or whether it shines

A walk will make you feel just fine.

So make the FARM DAIRIES your destination

Where good food brings forth your admiration.

LOCATED ON CLEVELAND ROAD

**Some Things We Service and Make From P. W. COOPER**

We service all makes of typewriters

**The COLLIER PRINTING Co.**

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

**The Wooster Hosiery Co.**

153 E. Liberty St. Phone 51

**W. T. WATSON Co.**

**BROKEN LENSES**

DUPLICATED

White lenses...$2.50 to $3.00

Tinted lenses...$2.50 to $3.00

Frame required while you wait

**Printed and Engraved Stationery**

**The Wooster HOUSEWARE Co.**

112 West Liberty Street

Cooperate with your Girls' Clubs on Campus

BUY WAR STAMPS

Each Week

WEITZEL'S CLEANERS

**...And keep pretty in one of our wide-awake cotton dresses.**

**BARBARA FIELD ORIGINALS**

They're original all right and long on allure. The bare-armed look is a feature and waist lines appear to disappear. New fabrics — new uncluttered lines and a flower— fresh colors.

8.95 to 16.95